
Fiddly bits
Castling is not allowed and neither is capture en passant, 
they are just too weird for this game. The Dude’s (pawn) 
double move from the second rank is always allowed 
regardless of previous moves. Dudes reaching the last row 
of the board may promote themselves to any previously 
captured or removed piece. If you have been cheating and 
promote yourself a new Fancy man the other player has 
the right to slap you if they find out.** If they don't find 
out well then I guess you have a good story to tell them 
later. BS may be called on a promotion move before the 
pieces are exchanged.

Silly Names
To discourage the wrong sort of person from playing the 
pieces have been renamed, here is a guide to the names.

Spy
If you have a spy this is how they work. While setting up 
remove one pawn from your pieces and add the spy. This 
should be done secretly, it's OK to surprise new players 
with a spy. The spy's only legal moves are that of a pawn 
and to capture the king or queen using any standard chess 
move. If BS is called on a spy doing an illegal capture the 
calling player must reveal the identity of “captured” piece 
to prove the spy was in error. 

How do you get a spy? Find Tyler Tinsley in person, find 
one hiding somewhere or do something awesome on the 
internet.
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Pawn -
Knight - 
Bishop - 

Rook - 
Queen -

King - 

Dude
Horsey
Pointy Hat 
Fort Dude
Lady Person 
Fancy Man

Most of The RulesDo you know how to play chess?

Yes No I love chess and have invested great
portions of my ego in playing chess.

Oh dear... This game is nothing like chess. This is a 
game of bluffing, skulduggery and the worst sort of lies.

Find a nerd and have them teach you chess.*

Ready? Great! This game plays like chess except for...

Components
The identity of each piece is only visible from one side and 
is kept so only its controlling player knows what it is.

Set up
Each player arranges their pieces any way they like on the 
two back ranks of the game board as shown on the cover 
image.

Wining
A player wins as soon as the opponent's Fancy Man (king) 
is captured or removed from the board. Don’t cheat and 
keep on playing! The rules for checkmate and stalemate do 
not apply.

Play
Starting with the player who is explaining the game or the 
loser of the last game, players take turns moving their 
pieces across the board. All pieces may make any legal 
chess move regardless of their identity. After moving the 
opposing player has the opportunity to call BS (bluffing 
style) when BS is called reveal the identity of the moving 
piece and resolve the situation as such.

Aron moves a piece, Bill has the opportunity to Call BS. 
Note: If capturing leave the captured piece in the square.

BS is not called. Any captured piece is removed from the 
board. Note: All captured pieces keep their identity 
hidden. Bill takes his turn.

BS is called. Bill reveals the identity of Aron's piece.

Move was legal. The piece has performed a move 
allowed by its identity. Bill removes any one of his own 
pieces from the board and any piece of his that was 
captured by Aron's move. Bill takes his turn. 

Move was illegal. The moving piece has performed a 
move that is not allowed by its identity and is removed 
from the board, any piece it attempted to capture 
remains on the board. Bill takes his turn.

Less Strategy, More Skullduggery!

$8.00
Costs a trifle at 

Did they move a queen or is it just a pawn 
pretending? In this chess game of hidden 
identities it’s your call! Catch your opponent 
in their bluffs and try not getting caught in 
your own. With BS Chess you will need Less 
Strategy and more Skullduggery! 

Includes 
Board, Rules, 

32 Chess like pieces 


